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A warm welcome was given to the Bulgarian
cooperation partners at the first day for the 5th
Transnational Training Meeting. This day was all about
'DROP-OUTS', the absence of children at school and
the care of families who drop out socially. 
Invited were 2 Education Officers and 2 Social Workers
from 'ONS WELZIJN' .

When parents are involved , students achieve more, 
regardless of socio-economic status, ethnic/racial background,
or the parents education level. When parents and family 
are not involved or have no confidence in education, it results
often in more absenteeism of the children.
This absenteeism is an early warning signal for education and
youth helpers. 
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At the end of the meeting, we found out that the guests run into the same problems as Pastor Mitko
and de teachers with the Bulgarian families and their children. Pastor Mitko offered his help to mean
something to this Bulgarian Families. 

 

It was special that these guests are connected, through their work, to Bulgarian families who have settled in Oss 
 from Kazanluk. The children of these families attend the 'Regenboog' school. Also 'Hooghuis Zuid' has pupils of
Bulgarian descent. In the Netherlands, all schools have a duty of care. Schools must ensure that every child gets a
suitable place. Even if the child needs extra support. This obligation for schools is called a duty of care. The duty of
care applies to children who are already at school and children who are registered. 
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The second day of the joined activity we started to
clarify where we are in the process to come to the two
intellectual outputs and what are the specifications
of the final products to be delivered up: 
-the blueprint and
-the content of the possible sucessor project in
the Erasmus+ Joined Partnership Program.

In workshop 2 every partner had the task to
summarize the activities to be included in the
possible successor project and also every partner had
the task to suggest possible (associated) partners.
One possible partner mentioned was the Roma church of a
youth pastor in Spain.

At the end of day, we also (extensively) discussed the organisation of the Multiplier event in Kazanluk end of April.
After these two days the partners were very excited en thankful for this valuable days. The Pastor expressed his gratitude to GOD
for these precious days.
After these two days of itensively cooperating togetherthe partners concluded in their evaluation that the outcomes of the joined
sessions were valuable and that the added insights were a good base for the possible sucessor project. The Pastor expressed his
gratitude to GOD for these precious days.
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As decided before the main goal for the possible successor project and will be combatting ‘Drop-outs’.  During the
first workshop, each partner had the task to summarize the main topics for them within the blueprint. 
Some conclusions:  Preventing drop-outs, increasing interest in school, securing social and ‘daily’ support through a
centralised ‘community centre’, focus on risk groups (drop-outs) and youngsters in general, so not only scholars..., 
making clear/showing perspective for the future, musique as a tool for self development (‘happiness’), getting trust
in help from others, and getting trust in good relationship (school, government, family).

SEE YOU NEXT TIME, APRIL 23 IN KAZANLUK !!


